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LDRA Testbed is able to check assertions for conformance at run-time. This involves comparing variable values
with a particular Boolean condition. The assertions are written as special comments in the source code in the
style of many formal specification notations.
LDRA Testbed scans a source file for particular strings. The exact string and some of the matching rules are
described in a parameter file. Each assertion must start and finish with one of these special strings. Every line
of an assertion (including the start and finish special strings) must be part of a normal comment in the source
language. This means that if the original source was submitted to the compiler it would compile as normal with
the assertions treated as comments. When the start of an assertion string is detected the subsequent lines (up to
the finishing special comment) are treated as an assertion expression. The expression is parsed to check that it
is a valid Boolean expression. The explicit syntax can be customised, the standard form corresponding to that of
languages such as Ada, C and Pascal.

After Dynamic Conformance Analysis the Assertion (above)
becomes expanded as demonstrated below:

Instrumentation is added before and after the expression to sense its truth value. The instrumentation is such
that an untrue assertion will cause a “failure” routine to be called which passes a reference number indicating
this particular assertion. The assertions will typically have been derived from requirements and specification
documentation. They can be used to specify pre- or post-conditions applying to a section of code. LDRA Testbed
produces instrumented source (with assertions switched on) and a “failure” handling routine, which is
customisable. The diagrams [right] demonstrate the effect of the source code when Exact Semantic Analysis has
transformed assertions.
Exact Semantic Analysis is a combination of formal methods and pragmatic testing, checking assertions at runtime for compliance.

Exact Semantic Analysis Summary
•
•
•
•
•

Achieve Exact Semantic Analysis of source code
Produce diagnostics for the source code
Specify pre- or post-conditions applying to a section of source code
Check that inputs satisfy predetermined ranges
Check that loop and array indices are within bounds

Obtaining Further Information
For further information on this particular feature of TBsafe and its availability please complete:
the LDRA reply form or email info@ldra.com.
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